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It’s there Somewhere!
Rick Coyte

A

ttached is a photo of the echidna we
saw at the working bee held on 5th
July. It was hiding inside an old hollowed
out termite mound, and appeared to be
asleep. We see plenty of their diggings
and scrapings in the park, but do not often
see an actual animal.
Large Shell Orchid (1)

Partially hidden echidna

Large Shell Orchid (2)

Not far from the echidna's hiding place I
found a colonial patch of 30 or so striped
greenhoods, Diplodium robustum (Large
Shell Orchids) flowers not fully open yet
but unmistakable. There are some large
patches in from Gate 10 that Gordon de
Rose showed me, but I had not seen any
in this area.

It's not too surprising that in any one
season not all plants in a colony will
flower. But what is unexpectedly odd is
that whereas non-flowering plants have a
rosette of small roundish leaves flat on the
ground (see photo 1), flowering stems
have long pointed leaves running up the
stem, and no basal rosette (see photo 2).

They are so different looking that you
could be forgiven for thinking they were
two different species.

and white, similar to the black and white
cormorants, but also has the white, lower
facial and upper neck streak in common
with the males. The young begin life pink,
then as they age go to white downy chicks
and then to grey and white immature
birds. All Darters have flesh coloured legs
and feet whereas all cormorants have
black legs and feet.

Craigburn Lake
Darter
Andrew Watson

O

n my regular walks around the
Craigburn Lake I have noted on
several occasions a beautiful slender,
mostly black bird perched on branches at
the edge of the lake which I thought was a
type of cormorant. On checking the
literature however, I’ve found out that the
bird is in fact an ‘Australasian Darter’
(Anhinga novaehollandiae). This species
is found across mainland Australia, and its
range mirrors that of the four common
cormorant species.

Close-up of a male darter

The Darter forages in fresh or brackish
water and eats a wide variety of fish and
many invertebrates including freshwater
shrimp, worms and cephalopods, and
insects such as flies, moths, water beetles
and water bugs.
So it seems the Craigburn Lake has a good
enough supply of food to keep the Darter
coming back.

Darter (centre) on Craigburn Lake beside some
plantings done at 27th April working bee

Before and After

It can be distinguished from the
cormorants by its long snake like neck,
pointed yellow bill and long dark tail.
Adults birds come in two plumage phases
– the male is black with a white, lower
facial and upper neck streak and dark
chestnut neck, whilst the female is black

Rick Koehne

T

he two photographs below taken by
Rick Keohne show the progress made
during the trails maintenance working bee
on Monday 9th July. They illustrate the
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great results achieved by the trails team on
the day. The most obvious change is how
clearing the ash trees has enabled the rock
face above the river to become clearly
visible.

Depending on your viewpoint, the
examples of how not to do it are either
hilarious or cringe-worthy and not for the
faint hearted. Some chainsaw operators
definitely came off second best, as did
innocent bystanders in some cases. They
are good reminders of how not to do it!

Giant Yacka Flower
Dave Glazier

D

riving between Finnis and Currency
Creek Dave Glazier spied a
particularly spectacular example of a
yacka (Xanthorrhoea) flower on the
roadside. Dave stopped to check it out,
picked it up and has the photo (below) to
prove it! A rough estimate of its height
was around 6 metres. Little wonder it had
fallen over!

Before the working bee

After the working bee

Owning a Chainsaw
Doesn't Make You a
Logger!
Bob Grant

A

t the same working bee Rick Koehne
also
mentioned
a
chainsaw
awareness video he was aware of. The
video can be seen on youtube via the link
https://www.youtube.com/embed/0BLsYR
fgHWI.

Dave Glazier and the giant yacka flower
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Grey Fantail

Cutting it Fine

Andrew Goldie

Andrew Goldie

came across this tiny and beautifully
constructed nest recently, woven
around branches in an olive tree.

ere’s a compelling argument (see the
picture) for cutting up olive trees
once they’ve been drilled and filled,
especially in areas of high conservation
value.
I’ve seen similar fallen skeletons in
bushland,
often
accompanied
by
infestations of annual grasses and other
opportunistic weeds which colonise the
tangle of branches.

I

H

Grey Fantail Nest

But it was only when I was looking
through a recent publication, ‘Fleurieu
Birds’ by Peter Gower, that I was able to
identify the bird responsible for making it,
the Grey Fantail (Rhipidura albiscapa).
It turns out to be one of the most
commonly distributed birds in Australia,
although I’ve only seen it locally while
walking along the Magpie Creek. It’s not
at all shy and will keep you company,
performing amazing aerobatic turns and
dips while you plod away on two feet.
It’s hard to believe, but this tiny bird
produces 3 eggs on average and the chicks
all manage to fit into the nest.
For confirmation I recommend having a
look at the following website;
http://www.graemechapman.com.au/libra
ry/viewphotos.php?c=155 where you’ll
see pictures of the bird, its nest and the
cramped conditions for its offspring.

A dead, fallen olive

There’s also a significant hole where the
lignotuber once was, usually a home for
more weeds.
Cutting up a dead olive is hard work,
made more unpleasant by the spiky twigs
on each branch.
On the other hand, cutting up a green olive
is a breeze by comparison, and the finer
the cutting up, the sooner the foliage
breaks down into mulch.
I’d also recommend cutting the olive close
to the ground, especially for multistemmed plants, as this makes it much
easier to get a good distribution of drillholes into the lignotuber. This approach
can be time-consuming, but the long-term
results repay the initial effort. Many
thanks to Dennis Rowe for setting the
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example, which I’ve now adopted as my
standard practice.

most anomalous, being more than a
degree higher than usual.
If you noticed the wind it’s no surprise.
Rapidly moving weather systems during
July and August included a number of
strong frontal systems which brought
regular bouts of severe winds. Both July
and August were 15% windier than
usual. Thankfully the weather in the
latter stages of September settled into a
more benign sequence and winds
subsided.

Weather in the Gorge
Andrew Watson

W

eather conditions in the Sturt
Gorge for the past three months
have echoed the conditions which have
prevailed for most of 2018 as it has
continued to be much drier and warmer
than normal. The July to September
period saw 179 millimetres of rain fall
into the Craigburn Farm rain gauge
which is only about 75% of the average.
Seven of the eight months of the year
have seen below average rainfall, with
the one exception being August. The
only genuinely wet period for the winter
occurred during the first two weeks of
August, leading to the rainfall for the
month being higher than normal by 35%.
Both July and September were much
drier than normal.

Half a degree above average
temperatures, July to September

The low rainfall has meant that soil
moisture in the Gorge is significantly
lower than normal for this time of year.
Currently the moisture deficit is about
25 millimetres, meaning that it would
take a fall of 25mm in one day to saturate
the soil. If warm and dry weather
prevails, soils will dry rapidly.
Vegetation will lose moisture quickly,
with the likelihood of complete curing of
annual plants and grasses being earlier in
the season than usual. It wouldn’t
surprise to see an early start to the fire
season. The usual commencement date
of 1st December for the Gorge may well
be brought forward

25% below average rainfall, July
to September

The lack of rain has been coupled with
higher than normal temperatures, which
over the 3 months were about half a
degree above the norm. July was the
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Unfortunately the weather outlook for
the next three months suggests the dry
conditions will continue at least into
early summer. Over the latter part of
September the weather pattern has
evolved into a ‘summer-like’ scenario
and unfortunately it’s likely that high
pressure systems will continue to
dominate. With slow movement of
pressure systems, strong lows and cold
fronts will be in short supply.

80% chance of exceeding average
maximum temperatures, October
to December

The lack of rain is likely to be
exacerbated by warmer than normal
temperatures. Dominant high pressure
systems bring more days of clear skies.
The extra hours of sunshine add heat to
the soil, which in turns warms and dries
the atmosphere. With the added heat due
to clear skies a high frequency of hot to
very hot days is expected.

The table on the following page provides
a summary of weather conditions in Sturt
Gorge over the past three months.

25% chance of exceeding average
rainfall, October to December

Much will depend on the timing and
amount of rain events over the next three
months. If rain falls at regular intervals
and is sufficient to maintain reasonable
soil moisture, the health of the Gorge
might be retained sufficiently to
withstand the rigours of summer. So
let’s hope the rain Gods smile on us!
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Weather Summary: July to September
Month

Jul

Aug

Sep

Total

Rainfall (mm)
Average

51.0
97.6

107.0
79.2

21.0
58.3

179.0
235.1

Max Temp (0C)
Average

16.4
15.3

17.3
16.7

19.1
19.1

17.6
17.0

Wind Spd (km/h)
22
24
20
22.0
Average
19
21
21
20.3
Rainfall data from Craigburn Farm, temperatures from Kent Town, wind (3pm) from Adelaide Airport

An Interesting Weather Event

One of several deep low
pressure systems in the first
week of August hit the
Gorge during the 5th,
bringing with it particularly
cold air and gusty winds.
North-westerlies were very
strong, gusting to 80 km/h.
The airstream turned to the
southwest on the 6th,
bringing widespread hail
showers. Some of the hail
was sufficiently intense to
cover the ground in white
sheets. A truly wintry scene
Hail from the storm on 6th August turned this front yard near
confronted some residents
Stirling into a white sheet.
of Stirling, as seen in the
picture. Because of the very
Source : ‘The Advertiser’
cold air, the hail melted
slowly, lying on the ground for several hours in some places. The temperature barely passed
100C in the Gorge during the day – the coldest day of the month. Given the relatively dry
winter up to then, the rain was welcome, with the Gorge receiving around 30 millimetres
from the system.
Editor ; Andrew Watson

